June Book List, 2022

New Fiction

Black Cake
By Charmaine Wilkerson

Let's Not Do That Again
By Grant Ginder

The Manningtree Witches
By A. K. Blakemore

Young Mungo
By Douglas Stuart

New Nonfiction

African Founders: How Enslaved People Expanded American Ideals
By David Hackett Fischer

The Bald Eagle: The Improbable Journey of America's Bird
By Jack E. Davis

Because Our Fathers Lied: A Memoir of Truth and Family, from Vietnam to Today
By Craig McNamara

Diamonds and Deadlines: A Tale of Greed, Deceit, and a Female Tycoon in the Gilded Age
By Betsy Prioleau
New Nonfiction cont...

By Alice Walker

The Hated Cage: An American Tragedy in Britain’s Most Terrifying Prison
By Nicholas Guyatt

An Illustrated Catalog of American Fruits and Nuts
By Pascale Georgiev

The Making of the Oxford English Dictionary
By Peter Gilliver

The Man Who Invented Motion Pictures: A True Tale of Obsession, Murder, and the Movies
By Paul Fischer

One Hundred Objects in the Frick Art Reference Library
By Frick Art Reference Library

Picturing Freedom: A Photographic History: African Americans and Their Cars
By Burns Archive

The Religious Revolution: The Birth of Modern Spirituality, 1848-1898
By Dominic Green
Ten Piscataqua Painters
By Various Authors

Donations

Donated by Ed Caylor
This Tender Land: A Novel by William Kent Krueger

Donated by Tom Hardiman
Mona Passage: A Novel by Thomas Bardenwerper

Donated by Robin Silva
Home by Nine: The Real Story of Portsmouth’s South End by Harold Whitehouse

Donated by Jeff Thomson
The Bonds of War: How Civil War Financial Agents Sold the World on the Union by David K. Thomson